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Abstract—Among the technologies involved on Business
Intelligence, Data Warehouse and OLAP have been widely used
to identify, collect, process, integrate and analyze information for
decision making, thus promoting business management. Data
stored in a data warehouse used by conventional OLAP systems
are structured in nature. However, data such as text documents,
images and videos, characterized as semi or unstructured data,
may also contain information of great value to business. In this
context, we applied the systematic review methodology with the
purpose of identifying, extracting and summarizing the main
research results focused on the integration of unstructured data
in data warehouse environments. We raised forty two studies
which were classified in order to identify ongoing research
subjects and potential gaps as future trends.
Index Terms—Data warehouse, multidimensional modeling,
OLAP, systematic review, unstructured data.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

RADITIONAL OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing)
was not meant to process large volumes of unstructured
data and traditional Data Warehouse (DW) was not designed
to store them.
The advent of the Web and other technologies has increased
the volume of unstructured data. Data such as text, images and
video characterized as semi or unstructured data, may contain
information of great value to business and the decision making
process. Reports, emails, customer complaints and
suggestions, video surveillance, voice on customer calls can be
used to generate knowledge. These kinds of data can be easily
accessible and are an attractive source of information, but the
process of extract and search for information has major
challenges because these types of data are schema-less or selfdescribing and do not have a predefined data model. They are
heterogeneous, voluminous, variable in nature and have
different formats.
The volume of unstructured data grows faster than the
volume of structured. According to a 2011 study by IDC
(International Data Corporation), unstructured data will be
responsible for 90% of all data created in the next decade.
The ideal process of integrating unstructured data on the

context of data warehouses is to manage, query and visualize
information in a way that is as effective and meaningful with
structured data. The integration of unstructured with structured
data can produce a powerful source of information and
decision-making.
According to [47], "when the gap between unstructured
data and structured data is bridged, an entirely new world of
possibilities and opportunity for information systems opens
up".
Given this motivation, this work describes a systematic
review that aims to justify that demand, in order to understand,
analyze and synthesize the proposals and, thus to identify
current researches and future policies. This paper follows the
systematic review guidelines described in [40].
We extracted forty-two scientific articles from journals and
conference proceedings and performed a qualitative
assessment to classify the studies by subjects in order to
identify ongoing research topics and potential gaps as future
trends.
In this paper, we study only a specific part of the process of
integrating unstructured data into data warehouses, that is,
ETL proposals that deal with unstructured data sources but
traditional data warehouses are beyond the scope of this
review. The purpose is to highlight studies with new models
and operations to manage unstructured data in data warehouses
for OLAP.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly outlines
the systematic review process. Section 3 presents the
systematic review and the list of selected articles. Section 4
presents a description of the forty-two studies classified by
topics: multidimensional modeling and data warehouse design
for multimedia and text document data; data extraction,
cleansing, transformation and loading; data warehouse
architecture; analytical front-end tools and maintenance and
evolution of data warehouses. The evaluation process includes
a summary to show evidences of implementation, the existence
of case studies and/or patents and provenance (academic or
industry) for each paper under study. Finally, in Section 5 we
discuss the overall results and possible future directions.
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I. CONDUCTING THE SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
In order to survey the literature concerning the integration
of unstructured data into data warehouses, we carried out a
systematic review. There has been increasing interest on this
topic listed as one of the next challenges on the field as
presented in [45].
A systematic review aims to identify, evaluate and interpret
relevant results for a research topic or question. It consists of
three phases: planning, execution and synthesis.
The planning of the systematic review defines the protocol
including the research goals, research question and the
methods to conduct the review.
In the execution phase, it is possible to identify and evaluate
studies by using inclusion and exclusion criteria leading to the
final selection.
Finally, the summarization process allows us to understand
the current state of the proposals towards the research goals
and answer the research questions. The final stage of this
systematic review took place on February of 2014.
A. Research Question
In order to clearly define the goal of the systematic review,
we defined the following research question: “What initiatives
explicitly consider unstructured or semi-structured data for
Data Warehouse and OLAP?” By unstructured data we
consider multimedia or document data and by semi-structured
we are mentioning text document data.
Keywords were carefully chosen to represent the research
question. Terms related to the research question are divided
into three categories: problem, mechanism and measurement.
In order to execute the systematic review we used the
following search expression:
PROBLEM
("unstructured data" OR "semi-structured data" OR
"multimedia" OR "document" OR "text")
AND

MECHANISM
("warehouse" OR "warehousing" OR "OLAP" OR
"analytical processing")
AND

MEASUREMENT
("model" OR "technique" OR "platform "OR" framework
"OR" architecture "OR" implementation "OR" system
"OR" application "OR" tool "OR" method "OR" review
"OR" approach "OR" proposal "OR" experience ")

As our research is being conducted on a recent topic of
investigation, we included not only implemented proposals but
also models and previous reviews. The publications were in
the field of data warehouse and OLAP. The expected outcome
was to identify and classify the initiatives related to Data
Warehouse with unstructured data.
The bibliographic databases used to perform the search

were Web of Knowledge, Science Direct and Scopus. These
databases include the most relevant publishers, such as IEEE,
Elsevier, Springer and ACM publications.
Search engines have different interfaces; hence, a specific
query string was built for each database based on the
expression above.
B. Selection of the Primary Studies
The two authors independently selected studies from among
all the search results. In order to complete the protocol, the
strategies to conduct the review and eliminate disambiguation
and disagreement were established, so that we could finish the
first phase of this work, the determination of selection criteria.
The criteria for inclusion of articles in the review were:
(1) studies on initiatives that have been undertaken
specifically and explicitly on Data Warehouse and OLAP with
semi-structured or unstructured data (multimedia and/or text
document data);
(2) articles whose keywords are in the search string or who
include at least one word from each category of the search
string in their title or abstract; and
(3) articles written in English.
The initial criteria for exclusion of articles were:
(1) those whose main focus was not either data warehouse
or OLAP;
(2) those whose full text was not available through CAPES1
Portal de Periódicos;
(3) those whose author’s previous work had already been
included in the systematic review. It is common practice to
publish a research at various stages. Hence, we verified and
selected the newest publication since it was probably the one
with the most complete description and results. This criterion
is not applied to complementary articles of the same
authorship, for example, when one paper presented the cube
model and the other focused on the ETL process. The review
contemplated the latter case as two different studies from the
same authors.
(4) Those reviews that were repeated afterwards with the
same goals. In this case, we selected the most recent review
about each subject related to the research question.
During the selection of primary studies, we found several
articles exploring unstructured data in the ETL process.
Hence, we included one more exclusion criterion to complete
the protocol: proposals dealing with traditional data
warehouses. This refers to studies whose ETL processes
manipulated unstructured data sources but solely stored
traditional data types without semantics or any representation
of their nature.
C. Qualitative Criteria to Evaluate Primary Studies
In order to provide a perspective of the studies in the
1

http://www.periodicos.capes.gov.br
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summarization phase, we decided to put together similar
features into categories.
Let us first start with a brief description of the overall
process to achieve this goal.
Unstructured-centric collections require specific data cube
and visualization models, architecture and front-end tools that
can handle structural and semantic constraints. Traditionally,
as part of a data warehouse architecture, the ETL process must
clean, transform and load/update data on the warehouse.
For unstructured data, the ETL process uses information
extraction, content-based information techniques, among
others, to perform the processes tasks.
The data stored into the data warehouse can either be
subject to standard OLAP or be described by specific data
model and include new OLAP operators.
Generally, unstructured data can be represented with
multiple interpretations. For example, multiple semantic
constraints can be extracted from a document and multiple
features can be extracted from image content (color, texture,
etc.). The dynamic nature of these data demands the search for
resources to ensure maintenance and evolution of the data
schemas and representation.
We narrowed the main research subjects on data warehouse
and OLAP for semi-structured and unstructured data under the
following approaches:
• Document-centric approach: studies focused on storing,
managing and/or providing support to semi-structured or
unstructured data, also called document or textual data. The
model is centered on text documents.
• Multimedia-centric approach: studies focused on storing,
managing and/or providing support to unstructured multimedia
data, such as audio, video and images. The model is centered
on one or more multimedia data sources.
We then defined five different main topics (Class A to
Class E) to describe document-centric and multimedia-centric
approaches:
• Class A- Multidimensional modeling and Data
Warehouse design: studies focusing on conceptual solutions
for multidimensional modelling, which include cube modelling
and algorithms for OLAP. Logical and physical designs such
as index structures were also considered under this topic.
• Class B- Data extraction, cleansing, transformation and
loading: studies focusing on ETL process (extract, transform
and load) and whose data integration was performed from
multiple and different data sources. The process includes data
cleaning, transformation and finally loading the data into a
data warehouse or datamart. ETL proposals that dealt with
unstructured data sources over traditional data warehouse
environments were not considered as explained in the previous
subsection (Selection of Primary Studies).
• Class C- Data Warehouse architecture: studies focusing
on the DW architecture for the integration of semi-structured
and/or unstructured data.
• Class D- Analytical front-end tools: studies focusing on
DW applications that allowed end users and business experts

to create their queries involving semi-structured and/or
unstructured data.
• Class E- Maintenance and evolution of Data
Warehouses: studies focusing on simplifying maintenance and
evolution of DW schemas and therefore, future corrections,
development, reuse and management.
It is possible that the studies be included in one or more of
the above categories.
Besides, we defined three criteria to emphasize the quality
of the studies. Thus, each study was summarized according to
whether:
1. the study presented evidence of implementation: the study
reported a prototype or whether it was merely a theoretical
proposal. This category does not demand the existence of a
case study;
2. the study presented a case study: the study explicitly
reported an empirical research with implementation and
experimental results. In this case, it should be clear that there
was an implementation created beforehand;
3. the study is an academic initiative or an industry
application (provenance) and whether the experience may
result in patents.
II. EXECUTING THE SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
Figure 1 illustrates the study selection process. Our search
terms identified a total of 474 publications including 47
duplicated articles from all databases. During Phase 2, the
remaining 427 studies were analyzed by title, keywords and
abstract to determine whether they were in accordance with the
research question, reducing the collection to 72 studies. Phase
3 reviewed the publication contents to determine their
relevance to the research question.
At the end of this process, forty two studies were found to
be in compliance with all inclusion/exclusion criteria. In the
case where the abstract was not enough to understand the goals
of the proposal and to determine its adequacy the full text was
then examined.

Fig. 1. Stages of the study selection process

The extraction phase of the systematic review accepted
57% of the selected studies on Phase 2. This means that 30
studies were rejected according to the exclusion criteria. The
causes of rejections were:
• approach out of the scope of our study (38.7%);
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• full text not found (29%);
• previous similar work from the same authors (32.2%).
Some of the reasons to exclude twelve articles were:
(1) the use of the word "warehouse" referring to data
repositories; or
(2) the description of document or multimedia models
with no mention to data warehouse or OLAP.
The lack of online availability of some publications did not
prevent us from covering the major proposals. We consider
that the results provided us with an adequate view of the state
of the art of this community. Other criteria of exclusion were
not applied in this phase.
To support our review we used the StArt (State of the Art
through Systematic Reviews) tool [17], developed at the
Federal University of São Carlos, Brazil, to assist the process
of systematic reviews.

III. QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In the next subsections, we summarize the studies according
to the main research subjects specified in the previous
sections. We will describe the main contribution of each work
in each category. There are some works that will be present in
more than one category.
A. Multidimensional Modeling and Data Warehouse
Design
In this section we describe the contributions for documentcentric and multimedia-centric approaches.
Document-centric:
The term Document Warehouse, a framework for analysis,
sharing and reuse of unstructured data, emerged in several
studies.
In the context of document warehouses, there are three main
techniques used to extract information from text data: text
mining, information retrieval and information extraction.
Text mining has become an increasingly popular key,
because the traditional techniques of information retrieval
became inadequate for large amount of text data [18]. Systems
using text mining are able to extract keywords and summarize
texts, thus allowing text classification or similarity clustering
such as the one described in [26], which describes
categorization techniques used to associate text documents to
dimensions as part of the DocCube system.
The DocCube model was based on the star schema and
introduced concept hierarchies to structure a document
collection.
In [20] it was presented a cube model and its OLAP
operations for text documents. The Index Cube is a threedimensional cube using three index structures. The measures
were information retrieval and text mining measures, such as
Term Frequency (TF) and document frequency.
Text-Cube [22] is a cube model that defined two measures

and one special type of dimension for text data. The measures
aggregated text data also using term frequency and Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF) weights. The term hierarchy in the
special dimension specified semantic levels and relationships
among text terms.
A data cube model called Topic-Cube was proposed in [50].
It extended the traditional data cube to make it able to process
topic hierarchies and defined two types of probabilistic
measures based on topics: word distribution of a topic and
topic coverage by documents.
iNextCube [49] integrates the Text-Cube [22] and TopicCube [50] models with information network analysis into an
architecture to query and mine multidimensional text
databases. Information network analysis was used to generate
dimension hierarchies.
The proposal presented in [16] is keyword-centric for
OLAP queries. They proposed two measures, total frequency
and total documents, both ranked by keywords.
The authors of [37] presented a model named Galaxy for
analyzing XML documents. A galaxy has a set of dimensions
and a function that determines compatibility between
dimensions. The authors provided a different modeling
approach, which consisted in a multidimensional model
without fact table. This model was based on dimensions and its
aggregations are performed using the Top_Keyword
aggregation function presented with details in [36].
Top_Keyword is based on the information retrieval TF-IDF
metric. In addition, in [36] a different model was described
including textual measures on the fact table and Top_Keyword
is applied on these measures.
The study made in [34] used the concept of Galaxy [37]
associated to an adapted design process to specify analysis
over XML documents. The model created multidimensional
structures representing user requirements.
The work described in [8] proposed a logical model for
analyzing XML documents using an abstract XML tree model.
and described new operators to support structured aggregation
over XML data.
The authors of [43] proposed a set of ten definitions about
document, dimension, document index, cell and document
cube to formalize document warehousing for multidimensional
analysis. They projected three types of dimension (ordinary,
metadata and category) and a document counter as the default
measure in a document cube.
The paper in [44] complemented [43] describing an
indexing structure, called D-Tree, which is a tree structure to
implement a document cube. It was used as metadata for
document warehousing.
In [33]; [31] it was defined the contextualized warehouse,
which performed analysis on an OLAP cube, called R-cube.
The R-cube multidimensional data model aimed to retrieve
documents and facts relevant for the selected context, by
maintaning two special dimensions: relevance and context.
This approach used information retrieval and probabilistic
models and proposed Algebra operations to manage R-cubes.
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The study described in [7] proposed a Document Concept
Graph (DCG) - a generic data model to store information
extraction contents, an OLAP Model and mapping steps for
transformation between them. The user entered entity types
and entities of interest (posted as queries) to be extracted from
unstructured text. The semantic relationships intra and inter
documents were stored into the graph model. Then, an OLAP
model was populated (instances and metadata) from a DCG to
analyze the data by using Business Intelligence tools.
The authors of [9] created five definitions to build their
multidimensional model of complex objects previously
proposed in [10]. They defined a set of OLAP operators (1) to
construct complex data cubes and (2) to visualize data cubes.
The former included the cubic projection and cube-based
operators. The cubic projection builds a complex cube from a
multidimensional schema and cube-based operators create new
cubes from existing ones, while the cube-based operator
comprised the view projection operation, the aggregate
operators and "slice-and-dice like" operators, which
manipulate features or measures according to the user query.
There are also systems and proposed models based on
ontologies. The proposal in [35] defined textual measures in
addition to a traditional multidimensional model. In order to
perform aggregations, the authors provided the AVG_KW
function that used a simple ontology to aggregate keywords
based on a predetermined distance and the LCA (Lowest
Common Ancestor) of the ontology tree.
The study presented in [19] proposed a data model and
some algebraic operations to analyze textual documents. In
order to design a hierarchy for OLAP, the authors used
ontologies and the hierarchies were classified into six types.
The implementation stored hierarchies using preorder and
postorder to execute searches and check containments.
The authors of [39] proposed a dynamic process (briefly
explained in Section 4.2) to develop multidimensional
schemas where ontologies were used as dimensions to provide
semantic for OLAP.
The authors of [28] introduced a four-layer approach to
multidimensional ontologies to represent the hierarchical and
multidimensional concepts for OLAP.
The approach in [23] presented a multidimensional data
model from semi-structured data for Twitter data warehouse.
They developed a practical solution using reverse engineering
and mining to discover facts, dimensions and hierarchies to
construct the DW model in the ETL process. The authors also
discussed the problem of maintenance of dynamic elements
since new aggregations formed new hierarchies (see
Maintenance and Evolution of Data Warehouses).
The study made in [14] proposed new steps to extract
information from text documents at the ETL phase,
maintaining relevant information of each document. The
multidimensional model contains numeric measures and three
kinds of dimensions: ordinary ones, such as a set of keywords;
metadata dimensions, such as title, format, authors of the
document; and category dimension, such as a hierarchy or an
ontology. The next subsection briefly explains the data
warehousing lifecycle with an emphasis on the ETL process.

Multimedia-centric:
There are several studies on the issue of integration of
multimedia data in data warehouse environments, an emerging
field called Multimedia Warehouse.
A multimedia warehouse called MediaHouse [48] is the
oldest proposal we found that defined an approach to deal with
multimedia data in data warehouses. The authors defined a
fusion of star and snowflake models called the starflake model
to handle the nature of multimedia objects. The similarity
measure (symmetrical Tau) guided the integration of multiple
features into the hierarchical.
The authors of [4] and [5] proposed a multidimensional and
multiversion model to describe multimedia warehouse where
multiple descriptors represented multimedia data and several
computational functions described each descriptor. They
implemented a medical application on acute myocardial
infarction to demonstrate the multimedia approach by
transforming electrocardiogram signals into content
descriptors.
A structured model database that organizes the multimedia
data in a multidimensional data cube based on XML is
described in [41]. The approach described in [11] presented a
generic UML model for complex data. The case study was
based on images (towns and landscapes) and texts. Low-level
characteristics of images (color, homogeneity, entropy) were
submitted to a decision tree to classify the images as towns or
landscapes. This label was automatically stored as a specific
dimension. Furthermore, in the data integration phase,
complex data were stored into XML documents using their
own software.
In [46], the data model modified the standard
multidimensional model including hierarchical structure to
represent multimedia data. An image data model was provided
to support a medical (pneumology) application, where each
dimension, including the technical terms and the medical
metadata was an XML file. Related technical and medical
terms were hierarchically structured.
Visual Cube [21] is a cube model to support image-OLAP.
The authors proposed a clustering structure measure to explore
images, dynamic aggregation selection to improve
computations and a new type of OLAP operation to support
overlapping.
iCube [3] is a similarity-based data cube for medical
images. It added a special dimension to store content-based
features providing capabilities for OLAP similarity queries
over images.
The approach in [25] presented a data structure that
organizes video data on multidimensional data cubes with
three types of dimensions (non-space, space-non space, spacespace) and space measures.
B. Data Extraction, Cleansing, Transformation and
Loading
The studies in this section consider unstructured (or semi30
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structured) data integration in the ETL process.
The authors of [14] defined the lifecycle of a document
warehousing system, with emphasis on textual ETL. They
extended a methodology to transform traditional data
warehouses into document warehouses focusing on the
analysis of textual sources. The conceptual design phase
defined the elements of the multidimensional model described
in the previous subsection, while the implemented prototype
focused on the ETL process. The case study was focused on
Security and Prevention and the prototype used open source
tools.
The authors of [38] described a methodology for building
XML data warehouses using XQuery where the traditional
ETL process was adapted for XML documents, creating
intermediate XML documents, fact tables (star-schema) and
links between dimensions and intermediate documents.
Besides the galaxy model, in [34] the authors presented a
five stages design process to use document-centric XML
documents for OLAP. The five stages were:
(1) user-requirements analysis;
(2) data sources analysis;
(3) confrontation;
(4) adaptation to user requirements or data sources
enrichment; and
(5) the creation and load in multidimensional structures.
The authors of [24] also presented a method for XML data
integration in which a unified tree structure was used to obtain
a general overview of heterogeneous XML documents that
should be loaded into a multidimensional document model.
The ETL process in [39] integrated operational data with
unstructured document data which was indexed using semantic
indexing, an information retrieval technique. The process
indexed each document resulting on a set of terms, which were
associated with the concepts of predefined ontologies, creating
ontological trees for dimension hierarchies.
The study in [27] proposed an architecture for semantic
annotation analysis focusing on the ETL process to extract
facts, dimensions and hierarchies from semantic annotations
based on domain ontologies. It was defined a multidimensional
schema determined by ontology with semantic types of
dimensions.
The authors of [23] used reverse engineering to construct a
Twitter data model on which mining techniques such as
clustering and sentiment analysis were applied to discover
facts, dimensions and hierarchies to build a data warehouse for
Twitter.
C. Data Warehouse Architecture
Baars et al. [6] and Alqarni et al. [2] described proposals for
integrating structured and unstructured data. The first
proposed a three-layer framework, where the logical layer
analyzed structured data or unstructured content using OLAP
or data mining. They discussed the proposed framework into
different scenarios: Customer Relationship Management and
Competitive Intelligence.

The second group of authors proposed a multilayer scheme
for creating a relationship between structured data stored in a
data warehouse and unstructured data, identifying related data.
The connection between both types of data were represented
using an XML schema.
The approach introduced in [2] described a methodology
called X-Warehousing, which proposed a three-layer data
schema, where the middle layer integrated schemata extracted
from unstructured documents (bottom layer) and structured
data warehouse (top layer). The physical level of the data
warehouse was populated with XML documents based on the
XML Schema. For this, the methodology defined a modeling
mechanism to transform star and snowflake schema of existing
data warehouses to XML Schema models.
Besides the model, an architecture for document warehouse
was proposed in [43], which aimed to categorize the document
base according to metadata or keywords (in the ETL phase).
The authors applied the multidimensional modeling process to
generate document cubes and the documents were stored as
file pointers of the original documents at the document
repository.
As part of the proposal described in [31] and [33], the
proposed architecture of the contextualized warehouse
associated facts between a corporate warehouse and a
document warehouse based on the context of the documents.
A four-layer architecture was presented in the iNextCube
[49]. The lower intermediate layer analyzed information
networks to generate clusters and concept hierarchies. The
layer above this integrated the TextCube and the TopicCube to
provide information retrieval measures and latent semantic
analysis and the top layer consisted on the user interface.
The authors of [46] also presented an architecture, which
was structured into five blocks comprising ETL, warehouse,
semantic metadata, processing and metadata maintenance and
query processor blocks, and the warehouse block was
composed of the dimension block and the fact block. They
considered that some facts might consider other facts as
dimensions. The query processor maps the query terms with
the medical and technical terms and the necessary aggregations
to resolve the query.
The work presented in [29] introduced an architecture,
which dealt with two sources: structured data warehouse and
text document warehouse. The Text OLAP module over the
second DW integrated information retrieval, text mining, and
information extraction technologies. The Consolidation OLAP
module managed the process of consolidating relational OLAP
and Text OLAP modules together.
D. Analytical Front-End Tools
OLAP models have been described previously, but there are
two studies strictly related to results visualization for OLAP
queries based on text [26] and [42].
The DocCube interface allowed users to manage the concept
hierarchies (proposed as part of the DocCube model) and
hierarchy levels [26]. DocCube included a 3D global
31
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representation of documents and allowed OLAP operation
analysis.
The approach presented in [42] described a method to
dynamically generate an OLAP query from text interpretations
and suggest charts to illustrate textual content. The architecture
was divided in pre-processing and runtime components. In the
pre-processing phase, a dictionary from the semantic layer was
automatically generated, involving dimensions and measures.
A workflow was constructed to build suggestions of queries at
runtime. The authors provided a prototype, the Text-To-Query
system (T2Q), to demonstrate the proposal.
Although the visualization was not the focus of the proposal,
a tool for data navigation and visualization in the context of
the medical prototype was implemented in [4].
E. Maintenance and Evolution of Data Warehouses
The extraction of information from unstructured data
requires the maintenance and evolution of data warehouses.
The authors of [15] presented an overview of the state of the
art of techniques for supporting keyword search in structured
or semi-structured databases and commented on the challenges
and opportunities of future research on unstructured data.
The challenges are:
1) diversity of data models;
2) queries that are highly expressive, but difficult to learn;
3) quality improvement on search (information retrieval was
mentioned as an alternative); and
4) methods to evaluate and guide DW designs.
These issues are directly related to maintenance and
evolution of data warehouses.
A survey on current researches on combining DWs with
Web/XML data and technologies was provided in [32]. The
authors discussed schema maintenance in the context of
heterogeneity (federated and distributed DW architectures).
Additionally, in [45] it was discussed Semantic Web to
represent Web content on data warehouses and semantic
annotation as a useful resource for describing unstructured and
semi-structured data. When working with unstructured data,
the authors addressed the issue of domain ontologies to aid the
multidimensional design process.
In the case of the Twitter data warehouse, the authors
proposed an architecture for discovering dynamic elements
such as dimension hierarchies in [23]. They dealt with the
problem of maintenance of dynamic data that requires the
adaptation of the DW by using the concept of slowly changing
dimensions.
F. : Situational Business Intelligence
The studies in this section were explicitly separated from the
previous discussions because they deal with an open research
issue identified during the review: real-time Business
Intelligence [45].
In order to make the process of decision-making more
effective, in addition to stationary data in a DW, it is

interesting to use transient data that decision makers are
unaware. Recent studies have introduced the term situational
data, which is data that have a close relationship with the
domain specific problem and generally has a short lifetime,
being interesting only for a small group of decision makers
with a specific set of needs [1]. These data are related, for
example, with the market, competitors or potential customers.
The ability to embed situational data in the decision process
originated a new class of BI applications often labeled as
situational BI, on-demand BI, or even collaborative BI. In [1],
the authors introduced situational data to compose self-service
BI, that is, a program that emphasizes the user’s role as
decision maker. The user can search, extract and group
situational data through a continuous interaction with the
application, without the need of any IT specialist intervention.
The proposed architecture in [1] included a new OLAP
model called fusion cube, which can be dynamically created
defining scheme, instances and metadata that can be associated
with a set of annotations by the user. The idea was to allow the
reuse of fusion cubes created by other users, since a query
used data from traditional and/or fusion cubes.
A platform for situational awareness applications, SIE-OBI,
was presented in [13]. The goal of SIE-OBI was to reduce time
and effort extracting structured information from text streams
(situational data) to place on the DW and query and analyze
them in near real-time.
G. Qualitative Summary
In order to accomplish the qualitative synthesis proposed in
section titled “Qualitative criteria to evaluate primary
studies”, the studies are summarized into the five categories
defined. Each category is marked with an "X" when the topic
is present in the study.
Some studies were spread in the more than one of the
previous subsections because they present contributions on
each one of them. In order to offer an overall description of the
goals of each study, Table I presents the distribution of studies
according to the subject matter. For example, we describe the
study made in [25] as an academic research with case study
(clearly evidencing implementation) that proposed a
multidimensional model for multimedia data. We group
studies when all meet the same criteria and have the same first
author.
Because [32] and [45] are review articles, they did not
present new proposals and were not included in Table I. The
survey made in [32] is an academic work that exposed the use
of XML for DW from three angles: technology integration,
extensions of DW and OLAP for XML Web data, and the
combination of OLAP and information retrieval to improve
applications in order to extend OLAP to support unstructured
document analysis.
On the other hand, the work presented in [45] is also
academic and examined current work and open issues in
spatio-temporal data warehouses, real-time data warehousing
and Semantic Web Data Warehousing and OLAP.
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TABLE I
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION SUMMARY I
Classes
Studies

A

B

[2]

C

D

E

X

[4]; [5]

X

[6]

Doc.
MMcentr centric
ic
X

X

X

X

Evidence
of
implemen
-tation
Yes

Case
study

Provenance

Yes

Academic

Yes

Yes

Academic
Academic

X

No

No

[7]

X

X

Yes

No

Industry

[8]

X

X

No

No

Industry

[11]

X

X

Academic

[14]

X

X

[16]

Yes

Yes

X

Yes

No

Industry

X

X

Yes

No

Academic

[22]

X

X

Yes

Yes

[50]

X

X

Yes

Yes

[19]

X

X

Yes

Yes

Academic
Academic
+ Industry
Industry

[20]

X

X

Yes

Yes

Academic

[25]

X

Yes

Yes

Academic

[26]

X

Yes

No

Academic

[29]
[31];
[33]
[34]
[36];
[35];
[37]
[38]

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

No

No

Academic

X

X

Yes

Yes

Academic

X

Yes

No

Academic

X

Yes

No

Academic
Academic
Academic
+ Industry
Academic

X

X
X

X

X

Yes

Yes

[39]

X

X

X

Yes

No

[41]

X

X

[42]

X

Yes

No

X

Yes

Yes

Industry

X

Yes

Yes

Academic
Academic

[43]

X

[44]

X

[46]

X

[48]

X

[24]

X

X

X

Yes

No

Academic

[23]

X

X

X

X

X

Yes

Yes

Academic

[1]

X

X

X

X

X

No

No

Academic

X

X

X

Yes

Yes

Industry

X

X

Yes

Yes

Academic

X

X

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Academic
Academic
+ Industry
Academic

[13]
[28]

X

[27]

X

[21]

X

[49]

X

[3]

X

[9]

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Yes

Yes

X

Yes

Yes

Academic

X

Yes

Yes

Academic

X
X

X
X
X

Total

33

14

14

4

(%)

82.5

35

35

10 7.5

3

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Academic

Yes

No

Academic

32

9

36+

23+

34 Ac.

80

22.5

90

57.5

85

The percentages in Table I were calculated as the number of
studies matching the criterion divided by the total number of
studies, which in the case is 40. The topic Multidimensional
modeling and Data warehouse design represents 82.5% of the
subjects addressed in the studies. This high number could
indicate that most of the studies are concentrating their efforts
on the capture of the nature of the unstructured data in order to
extend the multidimensional model and OLAP operators to
manipulate them. Furthermore, 52.5% of the studies (21
studies) addressed more than one subject in their proposals,
while 45% of the contributions (18/21 - 85.7%) present

solutions integrating multidimensional modeling for nontraditional data in addition to an architecture and/or data
integration.
It was not possible to identify a standard approach to merge
unstructured data in data warehouse environments, since there
are different proposals, which bring together unstructured data
and traditional warehouses, proposed data models for
document data and data models for multimedia data. The
common feature of all proposals is the integration of semantics
in multi-dimensional analysis. Moreover, it was not possible to
identify the existence of a standard procedure to develop the
data warehousing process since most of the approaches
captured specific situations and used different data integration
strategies, extraction techniques and models.
At this point, the challenges raised to continue the work in
this field are the diversity of data models, OLAP models,
front-end tools, maintenance and strategies of evolution to
provide data quality and diversity of procedures to guide
system design.
Most of the studies (80%) introduced proposals of textual
data, but 22.5% of the publications covered multimedia data,
mainly images. Most recent efforts to integrate unstructured or
semi-structured data into data warehouses are being developed
for document or text warehouses. Nevertheless, it is important
to raise the attention to emerging application domains in
business intelligence such as multimedia because new domains
require new OLAP domains [45]. One implementation studied
covered both document and multimedia data types as complex
objects. It is worth to mention that the majority of the
contributions related to DW architecture took into
consideration various types of unstructured data, but in terms
of implementation, they focus only on one type.
OLAP extensions for textual data used mainly five
technologies: Text Mining, Information Retrieval and
Extraction, Ontology and Semantic Web, the latter being
selected to represent Web content and semantic relations and,
thus, a path to solve maintenance and evolution issues, by
using RDF, ontologies (and related approaches).
During the development of this work, we observe that many
recent solutions are strongly investing into data integration
(such as [30], [12]) to exploit the already quite stable and
robust traditional Business Intelligence framework.
All publication provenances were established based on the
authors’ affiliation. The provenance can be seen as a relevant
qualitative information as it has an influence on experiments,
patents and research investments. The vast majority of the
studies were developed in the academic realm (85% - counting
joint efforts). Just 22.5 percent (also counting overlaps) of the
selected studies were industry experiences and no software
patent was found.
According to Table I, 90% of studies had evidence of
implementation and 57.5% explicitly reported an empirical
research with implementation and experimental results. Since
the field is still new, there is a shortage of case studies.
Investments on research will bring more experimental results.
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We believe that the presence of business or industry branch in
research will raise the number of experimental results and
software patents in the field.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this survey, we classified and discussed the current issues
related to unstructured data in the context of data warehouses
and OLAP. The systematic review is a very careful process.
Once the protocol was defined, the authors had to follow a
very detailed and cumbersome procedure to achieve its goal.
In order to make the systematic review repeatable and easier to
update, the StArt tool supported our work.
An important aspect to remember is that not all approaches
for unstructured data warehouse were available for reading
(most conference papers), thus, they were not included in the
review.
Through the adopted systematic review, it was possible to
identify and summarize a set of studies, extracting relevant
information to establish the state of the art and answer the
research question. Then, the analysis of the selected articles
revealed the existence of initiatives for integrating textual and
multimedia sources in data warehouse environments.
Moreover, it was possible to identify specific research fields,
which concentrate the research.
A deep analysis of the literature revealed that the research
community does not agree on a solution to integrate
unstructured data in data warehousing environment. Solutions
reached mostly multidimensional representations of these
types of data. Some interesting solutions were proposed but no
shared framework has been devised yet. We observe that there
were solutions to text and image warehouses to create effective
query cubes based on the unstructured nature of data sources
and the introduction of semantics. Recent approaches offered
some support to this kind of data but not robust
implementation to treat unstructured data as a native kind of
data in OLAP.
Based on the ongoing researches and the summarization
board in the previous section, we identified some major
concerns:
• to build OLAP queries combining unstructured and
traditional data;
• to enhance multimedia OLAP;
• to reduce the response time of systems, enabling real time
information;
• to improve query interfaces and visualization for
unstructured data to convey insights to end-users;
• to develop semantic understanding for metadata and
schemata to support maintenance and evolution;
• to add situational data in real-time (or near); and
• to discover data relations from data sources to define
multidimensional schemata, facts, dimensions, hierarchies and
aggregations.
The above research aspects require further investigation.
There are still open issues and plenty of quality research to do
in the field of this review.

Considering the maturity of data warehousing systems, there
will be more demand for advanced and intelligent support to
integrate unstructured data in Data Warehousing. Thus, it is
essential that both industry and academic researchers be ready
to deliver effective solutions that could be deemed acceptable
by the market.
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